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I N T R O D U C T I O N
 

 

The proliferation of technology along with the remarkable growth in the use

of hand-held devices and social platforms have transformed several

industries and the insurance sector is no exception. In such a rapidly

transforming environment, insurance fraud remains the biggest concern for

top banking firms. The growing competitive pressures have forced insurers to

harness digitization by focusing on leveraging analytics for fraud detection.

 

To proactively address the skyrocketing insurance fraud related issues, it has

become imperative for insurers to develop a reliable and effective strategy

that focuses on fraud detection, prevention, and management. Data and

advanced analytics play a huge role in detecting fraudulent activities and

uncovering hidden patterns to identify relationships among fraudsters. In

such a scenario, advanced fraud analytics provides an attractive new

opportunity for insurance companies to prevent claims fraud before it

reaches epidemic proportions.
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1
Visualize data
In today’s digitally inclined business environment, data volumes are

expected to grow exponentially leaving a huge impact on anti-fraud

programs. As such, effective data management has turned out to be

the most important step in fraud prevention. Being the most valuable

commodity, data not only helps businesses to detect and prevent

fraud but also enhances the business value when managed

effectively. 

 

As the unstructured data sets continue to proliferate, businesses

should leverage appropriate methods to analyze and extract insights

from data. One of the best ways to do so is by leveraging data

visualization.

In the insurance sector, data visualization can help insurers to

determine patterns and relationships between datasets that weren’t

initially evident. Moreover, the collation of self-service BI and

reporting capabilities with out-of-the-box advanced analytics

empowers businesses to discover insights from different types of

data sets. This, in turn, helps insurance firms in the development of

new strategies to detect and predict emerging fraud.
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Harness business rules to detect
anomalies

A rule-based system helps validate each transaction against a

predefined set of algorithms or business rules to detect specific

types of fraud based on the patterns of fraudulent activity.

Such systems use a predefined set of rules as the knowledge

representation to identify and flag claims that look suspicious

due to their aggregate scores or relation to set threshold

values. 

 

By deploying such an approach to detect anomalies businesses

can predefine baselines and set thresholds for KPI’s associated

with different tasks. In such an environment, outliers or

anomalies could indicate a new or previously unknown pattern

of fraud. Such an analytical approach to anomaly detection is

not only straightforward and easy to implement but also helps

detect unknown fraud.
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3
Delve deeper into predictive modeling

A predictive modeling process is where data scientists,

statisticians, and quantitative analysts use data mining tools and

analytics to build predictive models that produce fraud

propensity scores. For decades, insurance companies have

always preferred a pay-and-chase process rather than a

predictive model aimed at detecting fraud even before a bad

policy is written, a loss is incurred, or a payout is made on

fraudulent claims. 

 

Predictive models are proven to be more accurate than

traditional fraud detection methods and can help insurers to

categorize claims based on their probability to be fraudulent.

The information of such fraudulent activities can then be

gathered and cross-referenced from disparate data sources

across the organization. This diversity of resources provides a

better balance of data than the more labor-intensive business

rules flagging system.
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Realize the value of text analytics

In today’s complex business landscape, most of the useful

information is often buried within the huge troves of

unstructured textual data sets. Insurers generally collect large

volumes of unstructured textual information such as customer

service calls, emails, adjuster notes, and so on. In fact, it is

estimated that unstructured data constitutes about 85% of

claims data. 

 

By leveraging text analytics businesses can not only access the

unstructured data sets but also extract meaningful insights

from the data sets to gain deeper insights on the claim

policies. Data mining tools help businesses to access the

unstructured claims information by extracting actionable

information that helps reveal discrepancies or conditions.

Today, several insurance companies are using advanced

analytics techniques to effectively analyze the unstructured

data sets in meaningful ways.
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Set alerts
In today’s digitally inclined business world, no anti-fraud

technology is an absolute silver bullet. Adopting a hybrid fraud

detection approach that leverage analytics is the best strategy

for detecting fraud in the insurance industry. Measuring the

propensity of claims fraud have now been made easy by online

scoring engines that use multiple business rules, anomaly

detection processes, and advanced analytics to detect fraud

with a high degree of certainty.

 

The effective management of suspicious and fraudulent

activities are not only crucial from a business perspective but

also time-sensitive. The set business rules help regulate how

quickly an insurance firm must respond to a claim to detect

potentially fraudulent activities. Alert management empowers

businesses to analyze and prioritize alerts, offering a more

holistic view on risk factors. The use of alerts empowers

businesses to conduct effective investigations that help prevent

fraud.
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At Quantzig, we firmly believe that the capabilities to harnes maximum insights

from the influx of continuous information around us is what will  drive any

organization’s competitive readiness and success.

 

Our objective is to bring together the best combination of analysts and

consultants to  complement our clients with a shared need to discover and build

those capabilities and drive continuous business  excellence.
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